DOMÉNICA ORELLANA
domenicaorellanag@outlook.com
(315) 802-8577
domenica.tv

Phoenix, AZ(Jan.-present)

CARNEGIE-KNIGHT NEWS 21| FELLOW

Received Carnegie-Knight News 21 Fellowship upon nomination from S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communication's
Dean Mark Lodato
Researched and compiled data on Food Insecurity numbers across the nation, to be displayed on interactive infographics
Traveled to Native American's reservations (Navajo and Hopi) and South Florida to report on Food Insecurity among
different communities
Edited mini-documentaries to be released at the end of the fellowship

Atlanta, GA (Jan.-Apr.2021)

CNN INTERNATIONAL | PRODUCTION INTERN

Co-produced, polished French interview transcription and wrote the script for CNNI's African Voices Changemakers (AVCM) episode on
Ivorian rapper and UNICEF ambassador Nash
Contributed to CNN's 'My Freedom Day' campaign by getting schools in Ecuador to participate and designed the Freedom pledge banner in
Spanish which was distributed to Spanish-speaking countries and in the CNNE unit
Interviewed South African artist Xopher Wallace, created a digital gallery and article which got published in CNN Style. This was the first
time ever that cnn.com published a QR code that takes the reader to a virtual gallery on Instagram
Chosen among 100+ senior students interns to participate in Internship Showcase Presentation presenting to managers and talent recruiters
Pitched tango dancer character for Quest's World of Wonder to be shot in Argentina and participated in pre-interviews
Pitched botanist for 'Reconnect' Colombia Vignette on Quindío wax palms to be shot in Colombia and participated in pre-interviews
Transcribed interview for an episode on Nigerian Fashion Designer
Wrote weekly AVCM episode descriptions used in TV guides

)

CNN EN ESPAÑOL | BILINGUAL DIGITAL INTERN

Atlanta, GA (June-Aug. 2020

Translated stories to Spanish from CNN.com to be published on CNNE.com
Wrote tweets promoting CNNE's Coronavirus podcast hosted by Dr. Elmer Huerta
Edited packages from field reporters, wrote headlines & summaries for CNNE.com
Pitched pandemic-related story ideas to Managing Editor and published an article about strategies to stay safe indoors

WSYR NEWS CHANNEL 9 | PRODUCTION INTERN

Syracuse, NY (Sept.-Dec.2019)

Greeted guests from national celebrities to local business leaders for daily talk show
Wrote segments from the show to be published on the station's website

ECUAVISA | INVESTIGATIVE PRODUCTION INTERN

Guayaquil, Ecuador (June-Aug. 2018)

Pitched several story ideas for reporters including a highly-rated feature story on an Ecuadorian athlete who won a
Guinness World Record
Researched and fact-checked information and confirm sources for the editorial team
Worked the teleprompter and assisted producers and anchors in the studio

NCC NEWS | ON AND OFF AIR TALENT

Syracuse, NY (Aug. 2019-Dec.2020)

MMJ: Interview, shoot, edit, tweet, put all scripts and green/blue lines into ENPS, and write web stories per news package
Executive producer: select stories for the rundown, type out slugs, segments, estimated durations per story, delegate tasks to
AP, and booth the show
Full-show anchor: Pitch and write stories, edit B-block including all macros, green/blue lines and serve as weather anchor

EDUCATION

S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications at Syracuse University
Bachelor of Science in Broadcast & Digital Journalism
Minor in French and Francophone studies
Dean's List Award
2021 Carnegie-Knight News 21 Fellow
President of the National Associaton of Hispanic Journalists SU chapter

SKILLS
Spanish (native language), French (fluent)

AP ENPS, Avid, iNews, CMS, MIRA, Media

Adobe Premiere Pro Certified

Source

Office 365

Social Media Management-SEO

Canva

Wordpress
Blender

Syracuse, NY (May. 2021)

